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About This Content

Are you ready for your next adventure?

From skilled knights and fencers to mysterious magicians and shrine maidens, we've got your leading lady needs covered!
Whether you're looking to switch up your party dynamic or simply wish for more variety, you can't go wrong with any of the 16

characters featured in this collection. Fantasy Heroine Character Pack 2 makes it easier than ever to integrate a new female
character into your project by offering matching sprites, facesets, portraits and battlers.

Inspired by both classic fantasy elements and a modern manga aesthetic, the characters in this pack are a fantastic addition to
your growing library of RPG Maker Resources.

Features:

16 walking character sprites

208 front-facing battlers (static, 13 variations per character)

16 side-view battlers (animated)

16 facesets, with 8 emotions
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128 portrait bust images (8 busts per character, with emotions)

BONUS: 16 pieces of large-scale full-character artwork
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I kinda liked it but I refunded this. I will check to see if they improve the WJ system and may buy again someday.. Everything
but the bus. OM936 which I hate.. Not worth the .99 euros. I played this game on mobile or kongregate a few years ago i
forgot...and i loved this game,but it was to boring for me without new content...now it's on steam with a good ported tbh :)
This game is not like hearthstone with taunts,power,etc it's just a simple card with attack,life and upgrade cards,etc like other
games. It's not P2W because there is no best cards with money...you just need time to make good cards and farm...it's like
Heroes of Camelot from mobile...in that game i spend a ton of time just to make good cards and teams to have good
effect/powers,etc and i got a lot of good cards/gems from events and this game is like this...you just need time...some players
hate games like this with just attack/life and upgrade because it's just a basic game and doesnt have something special
strategy,etc...but just try this game it's free to play you have nothing to lose.. Bad optimization. Runs on OpenGL at ~45 fps on
i5 6600k @4.3ghz & GTX 1070FTW2... XBone Controller lags. Steam overlay broken.

Refunding this game at day 1.

The game is awesome. The port from PSVITA is AWFUL.. this game is a classic for ps2 but worth it to buy it again on pc if
you want better grapics and quality on the sound but valve should make the steam os system that it can get this game and make
the controller settings on then this game would be back =D. Brilliant game, should really be Rugby Challenge 2.5 as it is just a
few features changed however that doesn't take anything away from how good this game is, any rugby fan needs this. Sevens is
great fun and the FanHub gives this game a chance to keep up to date with new squads and players.
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Surprisingly, this game is actually really hard. I'm no twin-stick guru, but the real challenge in the game comes from the
"Challenges" you can unlock by meeting certain requirements. Even the first Challenge is really quite crazily hard, and that
alone does extend the lifetime of the game significantly. This game is probably best buying it only on special, because you might
well get bored fast, but if you like twin-stick shooters I do believe it does justify paying full price.. How can I put this lightly to
most other rpgs that are high end? This game, being as old as it is, still has a somewhat thriving community and amazing, easy to
use game mechanics, especially the SM (Soulmate) system. The way this game was designed was to cater to the casual crowd of
MMORPG games, one of which I am a part of. The way this game handles is amazingly, especially with how underpowered my
own laptop is. It runs so smoothly and does not give me many issues. Most RPG fanatics would say that its way too easy, or its
not my type of rpg, being the artstyle is cutesy in a sense. I have put about 60 hours to the game, hit a decent rank, even found
an SM for the game, too. The soulmate system is kind of odd to get used to, having to write an application to try and get an
intimate friend for the game.

Pros:
Easy to enter into
Easy to run on any computer
Addicting
Cute art style

Cons:
Combat AI is buggy
Clicking is not as accurate for engaging moving target
How long the Partnering system for an SM takes

Overall review: 9.5/10. This is what a sequel should be. Yes, it is not the best version yet but still it does a pretty good Job. The
first game felt very fixed but this has a more dynamic feel to it.

The wrong options are the best to be explored before you move on to the next level. Recommend you complete 100%. The
advice given is pretty good, a lot more detailed in this one. There are actually fun routines which can be used in real life, There
was a lot of hate from many feminists for Super Seducer 1, this game fixes those misconceptions and goes a step further and
shows what they actually represent.

I highly recommend playing the first game and then play this one. Definitely a must play.. Good little game in such a small
price. Zombie Camp: Last Survivor is pretty much what you'd expect, by killing zombies, explosive zombies, skeletons, armored
skeletons, even the almighty Skeleton King! The Farm or Medieval level, however, doesn't unlock until Level 15 but in the
achievements it said Level 5 to unlock it, which I find quite odd.

Has a few bits and pieces to fix, but this game is quite fun and I can't wait to see that last level that is coming soon in the future!.
I'm a complete novice but wanted to learn to do some 2d animations. I have spent several hours with the program learning the
basics and am having fun doing it. There is no way in hell that I would be able to animate anything without this program. So far
I am very impressed with what it allows me to do and being new to this I am sure that I am not even scratching the surface of
what Spriter is capable of doing.. Lots of fun! Love the low poly graphics and the music is top notch and atmospheric! Really
enjoy exploring all the planets! very chill game!
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